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Messenger #1

The world premiere of Messenger #1 was presented by Art Street Theatre at 
EXIT Stage Left, San Francisco, CA, on March 10, 2000. The production was 
directed by the author, with the following cast and staff:

MESSENGER #1 Karl Ramsey
MESSENGER #2 David Babich
MESSENGER #3 Beth Wilmurt
TROJAN MAIDEN / IPHIGENIA / ELECTRA Gillian Chadsey
AGAMEMNON / ORESTES / EXECUTIONER Kevin Clarke
TROJAN MAIDEN / CLYTEMNESTRA / THE FURIES /      Michelle Talgarow
ATHENA

Set Mark Jackson
Costumes Elizabeth Spreen
Lights Jason Ries
Sound Jake Rodriguez
Stage Manager Kathryn Clark

Dramatis Personae

Messenger #1, recently returned from the Trojan War.
Messenger #2, a man with a plan.
Messenger #3, recently discovered the world around her.
THE ROYAL CHORUS:
 1. Agamemnon, Orestes, The Royal Executioner.
 2. Trojan Maiden, Iphigenia, Electra.

3. Trojan Maiden, Clytemnestra, The Furies, Athena.

Note 

Though on its surface, the language of the play might at times suggest 
parody, it is important that the tragedy be played as seriously as the 
comedy is played for laughs. The one is the swinging door to the other, 
and the shifts between comedy and tragedy can be played as abruptly or 
as gradually as they appear to be on the page. 

Scene One – Iphigenia in Aulis

In darkness, a match is struck. It is IPHIGENIA kneeling alone and 
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lighting a candle. She stands and crosses slowly downstage. Behind 
her, a curtain parts suddenly. It is AGAMEMNON. He moves behind 
IPHIGENIA, drawing a knife with one hand and taking her by the 
shoulder with the other. CLYTEMNESTRA enters and crosses swiftly 
downstage to imagine in her mind’s eye what she cannot see. A trio of 
MESSENGERS spray across the stage. MESSENGER #1 takes up his 
position on AGAMEMNON’s ship, bound for Troy. MESSENGER #2 
perches atop the House of Atreus. MESSENGER #3, dressed as a slave 
girl, hides off to the side. IPHIGENIA pleads for her life. MESSENGERS 
#1 and #3 sneak a final farewell. Tormented, AGAMEMNON 
finally does the deed, stabbing his daughter several times and 
viciously. CLYTEMNESTRA reacts from where she stands with an 
overwhelming grief as IPHIGENIA gasps her last breaths and falls dead. 
AGAMEMNON boards his ship.

Scene Two – Agamemnon 

Paying close attention, but still hiding, MESSENGER #3 sneaks off 
and makes herself boyish, dressing in the uniform of the Messengers. 
MESSENGER #2 relays the following message and we are allowed to see 
much of what he describes.

MESS #2   Across the raging sea to Troy sails King Agamemnon and ten 
thousand Argive heroes to be! Cries of war burn their lungs and bait their 
breath! With bitter spats of vengeance they drench the name of Paris!

AGAMEMNON and MESSENGERS #1 and #2 all spit.

MESS #2   Paris! That two-faced guest in our House of Atreus. That bastard 
Trojan bum who, in swiping our Helen, shattered international laws of 
hospitality. For broken trust and swindled goods we fight. For Helen, Hope and 
Right did King Agamemnon sacrifice His Own Young Miss, Princess Iphigenia: 
daughter of his wife our queen Clytemnestra who now governs our fair state 
in her dear hubby’s absence. A noble sacrifice – which, I hear it said, the young 
and supple girl did proudly bear like silver scars of war. On demand of that 
great Goddess Artemis, for fair winds to Troy did Agamemnon sacrifice his 
Baby Girl. For honor and country did our right and royal leader smear with red 
those pale and lovely limbs. For the righting of wrongs did he steep his hands 
in family blood! …It’s a good thing! And oh the glory of battle! The glory of a 
thousand Argive ships ramming Trojan soil! Blades clamor for blades, spears 
pierce, shields crack on shields as Argive arrows split Trojan hearts, limbs, 
names, blood, battle, women, Helen, history! Let might be right and oh boy 
what a show!
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We are witness to a few brief moments of the war in Troy, culminating 
in the  point-blank execution of two TROJAN MAIDENS by 
AGAMEMNON’s bow and arrow. Then…

MESS #2   And all this while I man the home front, serve my country perched 
atop the House of Atreus awaiting even one glimmer of conquest, one distant 
raging fire on yonder mountain peak, the blazing fruit of our victory gardens, 
the signal that triumph is ours. Against cold winds I pace. Under blazing 
summers I sweat. Dog-like I await my master’s return no matter how many 
years it takes… And then: today. Atop that distant crag the curves of which 
my peepers have traced a thousand times and again: a ball of flames unfurls, a 
proud and orange flower to light up the night! Citizens! Queen Clytemnestra! 
Gods above! It is my proud honor and duty to inform you that Troy Is Wasted, 
the battle won, and Agamemnon is come back to us chest held peacock high 
and backed by row after row of Argive hero! Scars! Spears! Helmets under 
arms! Pucker up gals our boys are comin’ home! God bless Argos! and the 
House! of Atreus!!

Silence. CLYTEMNESTRA and MESSENGER #2 are alone in the 
royal palace at Argos. CLYTEMNESTRA’s silence clearly unnerves 
MESSENGER #2.

MESS #2   So… Pretty good news eh? …Eh?
CLYTEMNESTRA   Agamemnon murdered Iphigenia. My husband murdered 
my daughter. For Helen.
MESS #2   Uhm. (swallows audibly) If you’d like to send a reply I have the 
forms.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Do you have children?
MESS #2   Nnnno but I have reply forms.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Do you have a daughter?
MESS #2   No, ma’am, I’m a messenger.
CLYTEMNESTRA    You cannot imagine. So much blood on such a face.
MESS #2   Yes. I mean no I– …So. About that reply.
CLYTEMNESTRA    …Tell Agamemnon: I eagerly await his return…
MESS #2   Gotcha. Right away. Thank you.

MESSENGER #2 hurries out and approaches MESSENGER #1. At 
first they are excited to see one another again, but quickly snap into a 
professional mode.

MESS #2   Hey how yuh doin’?
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MESS #1   Good good.
MESS #2   Eh-hem! A message please, for King Agamemnon, from the queen 
his wife Clytemnestra. (embellishing) She joyously awaits his return with the 
love of a thousand wives; all the suppliants of Mount Olympus do not love their 
gods more than Clytemnestra loves her beefy war torn hubby, such is her love 
for him.
MESS #1   Jesus. Uh–, thank you. I will deliver your message… Sir–! Sir. If you 
please, a message from the queen your wife Clytemnestra. 
AGAMEMNON   Speak, herald.
MESS #1   It is told me: that Clytemnestra joyously awaits your return with the 
love of a thousand wives; all the suppliants of Mount Olympus do not love their 
gods more than Clytemnestra loves her beefy war torn hubby, such is her love 
for him. You.
AGAMEMNON   Ah! To return from ten years’ battle to such a loving welcome 
is more than mortal man can hope for. See to it that he who heralded these 
sweet tidings from my dear wife is richly rewarded for his pains.

AGAMEMNON hands MESSENGER #1 a bag of coins.

MESS #1   Sir.
AGAMEMNON   And herald, see too that my concubines are well tended. 
Leave me now. I must prepare for my loving wife’s welcome. No doubt she 
craves me. If you know what I mean. And I think you do.
MESS #1   Sir.

Scene Three – Homecoming

MESSENGER #1 takes his leave of AGAMEMNON and speaks to the 
audience. MESSENGER #3 watches from the side, still hiding.

MESS #1   And leave him I did! My duties done. Assignment complete. My war 
time dues paid in full. Back on Argive soil I stand and never happier!
MESS #2   (enters) Hey hey, there he is the big palooka!
MESS #1   (to audience) My old pal from days gone by! (to MESS #2) Hey 
buddy boy!
MESS #2   They make a man out of you or are yuh still that little snapper I used 
to whip on Sundays? Com’ere I’ll give you a clobberin’!

THEY lurch into a loud and back-smacking embrace that eventually goes 
sincere.
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MESS #2   How yuh doin’ friend?
MESS #1   Oh I missed yuh old boy. I missed everything.
MESS #2   Wash your mouth out. You don’t know a-b-c, pal. I’m the one who 
missed his chance. …So? …How was it?
MESS #1   What?
MESS #2   Don’t play dumb how was it? The Trojan Damn War!
MESS #1   I was a messenger.
MESS #2   Did you kill anybody?
MESS #1   …I was a messenger.
MESS #2   Well don’t leave me hangin’ here like damp laundry, gimme the 
scoop, what happened? Did you see Helen? I mean: did yuh see ‘er? Ooo! An’ 
how ‘bout them Trojan gals I hear they’re the cat’s meow; did yuh bag one o’ 
them? 
MESS #1   No sir.
MESS #2   Well come on wha’d you do over there in Troy? 
MESS #1   I did my job if you really want to know what’s what. For ten years I 
heralded this and messengered that for Agamemnon’s Operation Helen. (to the 
audience) Helen! That stolen wench and fine-thighed woman, that infamous 
hotty, envy of a thousand shipfuls of drooling post-pubescent eyes who traded 
their youth for sword play, glory, and the hope of glimpsing Helen’s wondrous 
hooters. Or at least of plastering their fantasy of that ship-launching face over 
the grimaces of those poor Trojan maidens who lost their childhood as spoils 
of war, and drank the bad breath of soldier after Argive soldier fumbling his 
way up his first skirt. And I ain’t whistlin’ Dixie. Believe you me, a boom of 
Trojan/Argive half breeds in patched-up knickers will soon be playing kick the 
can on Troy’s shattered landscape. The war won, victory ours, and the salacious 
celebrations commenced, I fell back in the warm and bloody Trojan sands 
and wept and drank the sky above me, vowed no more talk of war, and sang 
to drown out the grunts of newly made men and the sobbing of their pre-teen 
conquests. I wept for my childhood lost in battle. I wept for my strange journey 
to manhood and the years sluiced down the drain in bloody spurts. I wept 
for the million messages I carried, the endless lists of sons and husbands now 
sucked at by new Trojan flowers. No I did not pop the cork of victory. …Now 
back to him. (to MESS #2) What did I do you ask? 
MESS #2   I’m askin’!
MESS #1   Well I’ll tell yuh. I fell back and I searched the clouds for my lovely’s 
face. 
MESS #2   Your what?
MESS #1   My girl back home! And as the clouds formed her face and the stars 
became her eyes and the moon shone down on her cumulus hair, I held tight 
my hands and prayed for that moment I hold her again. To her heavenly being I 
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sang and sang and wept and sang! 
MESS #2   Hey hey hey, keep it down will yuh. You’re still workin’ for the 
House of Atreus you know. No carryin’ torches, remember?
MESS #1   Is that a fact. Ten years of ten thousand men at war for one woman 
and still no love allowed? So what else is new around here?
MESS #2   Plenty. But a messenger is still a messenger.
MESS #1   (to audience) The swells get the goods and all the riff raff gets is 
stories to tell if they’re lucky, and their sons brothers and hubbies traded for 
names engraved in stone if their luck runs out.
MESS #2   Glory, pal, you get glory. And respect. You fought the big fight. 
You’re on a page of History. 
MESS #1   (to audience) All I did was wait to come back to my lovely.
MESS #2   Hey. I just saw yuh get off the boat so I know you didn’t miss it.
MESS #1   Don’t yuh see? It was her that kept my head above water. The 
thought of her wrapped around me and my hands in her golden hair. Her face. 
Her belly. Her small of her back. Her laughing in my ear and in my head her 
voice teaching me what daylight means.
MESS #2   You don’t even know her anymore.
MESS #1   Oh I know her alright. I know her up and down.
MESS #2   You don’t think ten years can change a gal’s direction? 
MESS #1   For ten years I’ve skirted Trojan arrows to make my way back to her 
loveliness. That windy day I set sail for Troy, that day Iphigenia gave her young 
limbs for a “page of history,” on that morning my sweet love and I made a date 
to rendezvous in secret in the fields outside Argos on the eve of my return. If 
love is what I think it is, she’ll be there tonight and that war will have meant 
something if only to make waiting to kiss her nose again more worth the 
waiting for.
MESS #2   Jeez Louise, zip it will yuh? Was it with cupid’s arrows the Trojan 
brutes did wage their defense? I don’t think so. War it seems has made not a 
man of you but a sap. You know the rules. Or did some Trojan torpedo give 
your block a knocking? You are a mess-en-ger. No steadies, no wives, no pitter 
patter of little feet. They up the insurance rates, buddy boy, rules are rules, 
and a messenger ain’t worth more than food-for-one in their eyes. And worse 
than that now. That overseas skirmish wasn’t cheap. You’ve been eatin’ on the 
military’s dollar for ten years but you’re on civilian land again pal o’ mine, and 
the price of beans ain’t what it used to be. The cost o’ living is gonna cost yuh. 
We got a good gig, you an I: The House of Damn Atreus! Ain’t no ladder higher 
than that. Only Mercury’s got it better. And a pink slip is your ticket back to 
slavery. So don’t you blow it for some sheba.
MESS #1   Oh, I almost forgot! (hands MESS #2 the coins) Thanks, from 
Agamemnon, for your pains.
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MESS #2   (to audience) Hot dog! I love this job!
MESS #1    (to audience) He loves this job.

As MESSENGER #2 goes on and on, MESSENGER #1 eventually plugs 
his ears, singing, and leaves with MESSENGER #2 calling after him. 

MESS #2   Oh go ahead, make fun. Sure we sweat and scramble, darting hither 
and yon to make a deadline, beat a rumor, –no: enlighten the uninformed. We 
get the exercise a body needs as we make sure the truth be told and the people 
in the know are in the know. A King can kill a princess his daughter but what’s 
the difference if nobody hears about it? We’re not just some cog in a machine. 
The swells may press the buttons, yes, but we are the energy that dashes from 
cause to effect. We’re the blood in the veins that moves the nation. We spread 
the words that make History happen!

Scene Four – History 1A

MESSENGER #3, who has been eavesdropping all this time, pops out to 
put in her two cents.

MESS #3   Yeah. Never mind our feet smashed to a pulp as we pound across 
endless wastelands of rock. Never mind our skin made leather by the hateful 
sun as we stand ready to faint while blurting out between gasps for breath some 
message to some Queen only half listening from beneath her slave-held parasol. 
Never mind our legs sliced to shreds as we hop through mine fields of thorny 
weeds to pass on a sprig of gossip for some doughy princess contemplating 
revenge for the smirks thrown her way by jealous debutantes at last night’s 
society soirée. Never mind that we live in daily fear of royal whims to “kill the 
messenger” should we be unlucky enough to bear bad press, brewed by some 
pedestaled gent, who never knew us from Adam, nor never would launch a 
thousand ships to avenge our loss of face!
MESS #2   Yeah yeah yeah, on your way comrade! He’d do good to get wise 
before he rigs himself a noose with that talk. Success in the field means makin’ 
the most of it. Travel! That’s what it is! And adventure! A dollar earned by the 
grease of an honest elbow – and room to grow, if you’re wily! 

The three MESSENGERS each dash forward in turn to speak to the 
audience, then dash off on their duties when they’re done. 

MESS #1   To pound out my angst on the sandy dunes or leap with my 
joy through soft grassy fields as I go about my duties. I’m unknown, 
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unencumbered, unimportant. Perfect. I had my fill of purpose on the sands 
of Troy. I used to give a damn about the perils of my job description, but back 
then: I hadn’t seen nothin’ yet. Now I’ve peeked into Hell and delivered royal 
news with fierce Trojan arrows at my back like packs of hornets. The plight of 
the messenger here on Argive soil is as a jog to my years spent sprinting past 
the sting of death in bloody Troy. I’ll take my civilian plight and I’ll like it, for 
I’ve seen death in the flesh. And if to live long I have to button my lip, slap on 
a pair of rose-colored spectacles and blow secret kisses to my sweet and lovely 
lady: then that’s just what I’m a’gonna do. Call me Joe Blow and forget my name 
as I run off into the sunset.
MESS #2   I got plans, yuh see. I have come to recognize that the message is 
the wave of the future. There’s more gold to be mined from messenging than 
the occasional gratuity. Today, yes, we blister our toes to spread the news. But 
I say we grab the reins, clandestine like, with each passing year make the news 
more widely known and ourselves that much more central. I say we give our 
dogs a rest and put parchment to use, dole out the day’s events to passersby on 
every main drag in every city. And that’s just for starters. One day, news will 
pour in rivers through a thousand channels from town to town and house to 
house. And one day soon thereafter shall we spread the word on waves of air 
rippling across the heavens over oceans deep and mountains high. We’ll cast 
our net over great Gaia’s earth and for the right price no one will be left alone, 
not one person deprived of knowing what’s what. The world will turn on the 
messenger’s word and the swells’ plump lives will be but meat for us to grind 
up and dish out to that hungry drooling populace half dead from boredom by 
their own daily grind. That’s the day I’m livin’ for. Until then, what good is it 
to bite the hand that feeds? Take it, shake it, and pull yourself up old boy. I got 
plans, yuh see. 
MESS #3   Twenty and a handful years ago I slipped out the sulfurous pit of my 
ma, a bastard bundle of joy spawned of a messenger pop and the concubine 
dame he managed to corner in a beer-soaked moment. Orphan they called me 
and dumped me off at the National Slave Administration; said they had found 
me wailing in a trash bin on the side of the Road to Nowhere. And once I’d 
grown big enough to hoist a fan, for the next ten summers I fanned the likes of 
Princess Iphigenia and Princess Electra at the House of Atreus. For ten winters 
I stoked fires to warm their toes, never knowing there was more to womanhood 
than two kinds of woman: one made of gold and the other dirt, each doomed 
to a woman’s life in Argos. Then. One fine day. I met a messenger boy, who, like 
my messenger pop, being a messenger, couldn’t love me out loud. Our snuggles 
were secret but warm and wondrous. In his eyes I found out who I was and 
he found his who reflected in me. We shared our first malt and held our first 
hands and trembled together during our first fumble in the dark – after which 
he did not deposit me on a beer stained floor, but rather held me tight and told 
me I was his blood and bones and reason for living. And when woman-like he 
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cried before my very eyes I believed his words and knew I’d found the light of 
day. Then suddenly comes the news: Iphigenia has given life and limb for her 
country and our great goddess Artemis reinstated the draft on Agamemnon’s 
behalf. That windswept day my dear messenger boy set sail for Troy I felt my 
body torn in two. I stood on the shore and watched him disappear across the 
sea. And when those thousand black ships finally slipped over the horizon, I 
turned back to Argos and saw, clear as crystal, my lot in life, to which I said: 
“No thank you, I’ve had enough.” Then, quicker than a blind eye can blink, 
I slipped away amongst the weeping throngs who’d gathered at the docks to 
wave farewell to our nation’s boys. I chopped my hair and traded my skirts for 
knickers. Now I deliver the dirt my sweet boy once carried, and somehow I feel 
next to him as I race along the pathways once traced by him. I’ve seen corners 
of the world my woman’s feet would never have touched. The slop I eat is by my 
own earnings bought, not tossed by some royal hash slinger to my corner of the 
dungeon. And between bouts of love-aches for my boy-off-to-war, my horizons 
widen as I take note of the state of Argos in King Agamemnon’s absence. Word 
gets around. Quite often: I’m the one who gets it there. And I’ve spied a few 
cracks in this House of Atreus:

 CLYTEMNESTRA enters, alone.

CLYTEMNESTRA   When my husband sailed for Troy I lost a daughter. When 
he returns, I shall lose a kingdom.

 MESSENGER #2 enters CLYTEMNESTRA’S chamber.

MESS #2   I beg your pardon, Queen Clytemnestra. But I come bearing– …
news– of your two sweet children Electra and Orestes.
CLYTEMNESTRA   What of them, my herald?
MESS #2   Before I relay this message, I’d just like to remind your highness 
that the content of the messages assigned to a particular messenger do not 
necessarily reflect the actions, opinions, or views of the messenger himself.
CLYTEMNESTRA   What of my children?
MESS #2   I’m just doin’ my job.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Speak, herald, if you value your life.
MESS #2   Cutting to the chase then: I regret to inform you that officials at the 
National Slave Administration tell me that Electra and Orestes, those sweetest 
bundles of giggling offspring joy– …have been auctioned and sold, and that 
they now toil in the fields outside Corinth. 
CLYTEMNESTRA   …Thank you, herald.
MESS #2   I’m so sorry your highness they were such good kids–
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CLYTEMNESTRA   Thank you, herald. You may leave me to my grief.
MESS #2   I can? I mean I will! Thank you, sorry for your loss, bye.

MESSENGER #2 hurries away. Once alone, CLYTEMNESTRA’s sighing 
subsides and her habitually solemn expression morphs into a huge grin. 
She gives the audience a sudden thumbs-up gesture, then returns to her 
solemnity.

Scene Five – Rendezvous

MESSENGER #1 en route to the fields outside Argos to meet his lovely.

MESS #1   Hopping for joy I make my way to the fields outside Argos to meet 
my love. The years seem to roll back at the thought of her and I am a pimple-
pocked boy once again, my stomach a swarm of flaming butterflies and my 
hands all sweaty from their heat. Will she recognize me? How’s my hair? Will 
my musk still give her goose bumps? Or has war fouled my scent and hardship 
drained my fun factor? I’m fit. I’m trim. I’ve still got the odd joke up my sleeve 
to make her belly ache from laughing into the wee night hours. And I’ve 
learned a thing or two. I’ve got more living under my belt, more to offer a girl 
than chatter about the latest ditty on the pop charts. (Pause. A realization:) I’m 
different now.
CLYTEMNESTRA   For ten years have I awaited this day. Agamemnon left 
Argos my husband, returns my husband, and as such will he go hence. 
MESS #1   Perhaps she will not be herself. That self I once waved farewell to on 
the docks, I mean. Or, rather, will she be more herself and now grown too big 
for the confines of our childhood romance?

 Enter AGAMEMNON, somewhere in the palace.

AGAMEMNON   Was it only yesterday I bade farewell to my sweet and 
weeping wife?
CLYTEMNESTRA   Was it only yesterday I lost a daughter, and gained a 
crown?
MESS #1   Will we again be love at first sight? Or have I lost more at war than 
fellow soldiers?
AGAMEMNON   To return at last to the arms of my Clytemnestra have I 
waited too long. Nights spent sweating amongst the limbs of concubines is one 
thing. But a man’s wife is the ground beneath his feet. 

AGAMEMNON and CLYTEMNESTRA’s eyes meet. THEY exit together, 
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the happy royal couple.

MESS #1   Have we been too long away? And yet I have ten years of questions 
to ask her! Ten years of stories to tell! I’ve dreamt this day ten million times 
with me the rain drenching her in kisses and words and laughing and she the 
earth to soak me up and give me her new spring flowers, all her beauty, her 
smells, her wishes. …Her Life Story… I’ve worked so hard to remember her 
just the way she was. Though of course we all know in ten years a girl’s bound 
to change a bit. It’s just that sometimes we forget.

MESSENGER #3 appears in the field and looks at MESSENGER #1. 

MESS #3   …Hello.

A very long pause as they stare at one another for the first time in ten 
years. Eventually, MESSENGER #3 remembers she is wearing a cap and 
takes it off, releasing her hidden hair. Another pause. Then…

MESS #3   …How are you?
MESS #1   Good.
MESS #3   …How was Troy?
MESS #1   Not so good… You?
MESS #3   I’m a messenger now.
MESS #1   I see that. How?
MESS #3   I ran off the day you left, laid low. Then came back like this and 
asked for a job. They think I’m a boy. Guess I’m not pretty enough to get 
caught… You look good.
MESS #1   You look beautiful.
MESS #3   You look beautiful.
MESS #1   Thank you. You look beautiful too.
MESS #3   Thank you… I watched yuh get off the boat today. It was all I could 
do to keep from calling out.
MESS #1   …Uh… Y-you been keepin’ busy?
MESS #3   Messenging. Like you. It’s a step up from slaving, believe me. I’ve 
seen so many things. And realized so many things. We deserve so much more. 
We’re all just struggling to be mortal yet somehow I wonder if the swells tend 
to confuse themselves with the gods. It’s not right. You shouldn’t have had to 
sail to Troy for Helen’s sake. A messenger shouldn’t have to live in daily fear of 
hanging for delivering someone else’s bad news. We shouldn’t have to hide out 
here in a field to maintain their insurance rates. I didn’t realize this before when 
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my only view of the world was the back of Princess Electra and Iphigenia’s 
heads. I didn’t know anything. But on my messenger’s journeys I’ve now seen 
the world for what it is. And it’s not right. …What do you think?

MESSENGER #1 now reaches out and touches MESSENGER #3’s hair. 
Then a kiss. The kiss is a precious thing, backed up by a ten-year wait.

MESS #3   Oh I’ve missed you.
MESS #1   I dreamt of you every day.
MESS #3   Did you?
MESS #1   Did I?

MESSENGER #1 takes MESSENGER #3’s hat from her hands and tosses 
it to the side. He faces her and puts out his left hand. She looks at it, then 
at him. Smiling.

MESS #3   What are you doing?
MESS #1   Take it.

MESSENGER #3 takes MESSENGER #1’s hand. The smiles fade. 
He slowly steps closer and puts his right hand on her waist. Her left 
hand moves slowly to his shoulder. Music bursts into the air. Etta 
James. “At Last.” Very romantic. MESSENGERS #1 and #3 begin to 
dance. Meanwhile, CLYTEMNESTRA welcomes AGAMEMNON 
into her bedchambers. AGAMEMNON prepares for some heavy 
petting. CLYTEMNESTRA stabs him repeatedly until he is dead and 
the MESSENGERS’ dance climaxes. CLYTEMNESTRA removes her 
wedding ring and then exits as MESSENGERS #1 and #3 twirl about the 
stage.

Scene Six – Extra! Extra!

The song scratches to a halt as MESSENGER #2 bursts through the fields. 
MESSENGER #3 quickly dons her cap.

MESS #2   Hey guys! Big news! You’ll never guess what happened! …What 
are you doing? …You’re kidding. You’re kidding! That dream girl that had you 
saluting during wartime is him?!
MESS #1   It’s not what you think.
MESS #2   So it’s true what they say about men packed in boats.
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MESS #3   I’m not a boy.
MESS #2   Not a boy!
 

MESSENGER #2 feels MESSENGER #3’s chest. He is startled by what 
he finds there and jerks his hand away. He reaches out slowly with one 
finger, amazed, to touch her again but she slaps it down.

MESS #2   I’ve wondered why you always use the stalls! I just thought you were 
shy. You’re not shy, you’re a girl!
MESS #3   Yes I am.
MESS #1   It’s okay.
MESS #2   It’s illegal! That’s what it is!
MESS #3   The Trojan War was illegal.
MESS #2   Hey watch it, sister, that man’s a veteran yuh know. Show some 
respect!
MESS #1   Say, what’s that big news?
MESS #2   What? 
MESS #1   That big news you were so excited about.
MESS #2   Oh! That’s right! Clytemnestra killed Agamemnon!

AGAMEMNON stands and exits to the afterlife.

MESS #1 & #3   What?!
MESS #2   It’s the crime of the century! (to himself) What am I gonna do? 
Everything’s about to change.
MESS #1   We should tell the people.
MESS #2   Okay but what exactly do we tell them?
MESS #3   Someone has to tell Electra and Orestes.
MESS #2   They were sold into slavery. They’re not royalty anymore.
MESS #3   Their mother killed their father.
MESS #2   They’re slaves.
MESS #1   No time for politics, folks, we’ve got news to deliver.
MESS #3   This news is politics!
MESS #1   (quick kiss) Time to go to work.
MESS #3   What about us?
MESS #1  Us? We have a lifetime ahead of us.
MESS #2   If you were smart you’d make like you’d never met.
MESS #1   Well… we’ve never been the sharpest tools in the shed, now have 
we?
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MESS #2   She’s a girl! Messengers are men! It’s the law!
MESS #1   But what’s the difference if nobody hears about it? …Right?
MESS #2   Listen pal, I could get in big trouble for this. Before I didn’t know. 
Now I know. That changes everything. I’m a third party. It’s illegal!
MESS #1   And we’ve got bigger news to bear so get moving!
MESS #3   Everything is about to change.

The MESSENGERS burst into work mode.

MESS #2   People of Argos, I come bearing news to burst your hearts! 
Agamemnon our king is dead! Chaos rules in Argos! She who has ruled our 
land since Agamemnon first set sail for victory in Troy ten long years ago, she, 
our queen, his wife, Clytemnestra–

CLYTEMNESTRA enters. MESSENGER #2 has a light-bulb, and his 
tone transmutes into that of a happy introduction.

MESS #2   Clytemnestra… now takes the throne. Therefore fear not, good 
people. For our dear queen, despite her own great suffering, will heal this 
wound that bleeds the heart of Argos. We are lucky, indeed, for her strength. 
Long live Queen Clytemnestra and The House of Atreus.

Sound of applause. MESSENGER #2 steps to the side graciously as 
CLYTEMNESTRA moves forward to address the people of Argos. All 
three MESSENGERS stand at attention during their Queen’s speech.

CLYTEMNESTRA   My fellow Argives. Neither I nor the greatest poets of our 
land can express in words the agony I suffer today. Who would have expected 
such misery would come to us on this joyous day of celebration. Agamemnon’s 
Trojan wounds were deeper than reported, and he clung to his life but long 
enough to touch Argos soil once more before sighing his last. That’s what 
happened. Let us not ask why. It is not for us to understand the dictates of Fate. 
Let’s just drop it, and move on, shall we? And pray to the gods that our nation’s 
suffering ends here with this our final sacrifice. Good night, and long live the 
House of Atreus.

Applause swells. CLYTEMNESTRA exits feigning solemnity. Applause 
fades away. The MESSENGERS remain where they are, standing at 
attention.

MESS #3   That was the most heinous display I have ever seen.
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MESS #2   Don’t bite the hand that feeds you.
MESS #3   That hand would ring your neck for so much as a stutter.
MESS #2   Exactly my point!
MESS #1   It’s not our business.
MESS #3   It is our business.
MESS #1   This is a family drama and we are not family. We are employees.
MESS #2   Amen, brother.
MESS #3   How can you say that?
MESS #1   I am not your brother.
MESS #3   How can you say that?
MESS #2   What do you mean you’re not my brother, we’re eye-to-eye on this 
are we not?
MESS #1   No we are not.
MESS #2   But you just said–
MESS #1   Cork it, pal. I love yuh but you’re a sucked-up idiot with a brown 
schnozz. Fact is, Helen did not launch a thousand ships. Agamemnon launched 
a thousand ships. It was not Helen’s hips that grounded half the men of Argos. 
Agamemnon’s war cry managed that well enough! Ah! But I have done with 
talk of that. I’m a messenger, that’s that, the war is over and we’re free of it. 
MESS #3   We’re none of us free. We’re slaves to the tyrannical whims of the 
House of Atreus.
MESS #2   Would you shut up!
MESS #3   They drag us on their ego trips and bid us do their dirty work. We 
didn’t go to Troy because Paris broke “international laws of hospitality,” please! 
We went to Troy for Agamemnon’s pride. And if Helen had been saggy and 
pear-shaped like a real woman, and not silicon-pumped with hips sliced off 
at ten thousand smackers a pop, then Agamemnon would never have been so 
proud.
MESS #2   You have a death wish.
MESS #1   Can’t we talk about something else?
MESS #3   I am going to Corinth to tell Orestes and Electra. They have a right 
to know their father has been murdered.
MESS #1   Clytemnestra would have you flogged with vipers. It’s the curse on 
the House of Atreus, stay out of it. It’s a family thing.
MESS #3   That family does not share my values.
MESS #2   Oh god, bravo, clever comeback. They may not be the model family 
but they do pay your rent. Besides he’s right: their House is cursed, ever since 
that business with old man Atreus and his brother. They’ve got homicide in 
their blood. There’s nothing you can do about it.
MESS #1   It’s their fight, not yours.
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MESS #3   You did go away to war… I will to Corinth to give Orestes and 
Electra the gift of truth. They deserve to know their father shall not come free 
them from Clytemnestra’s tyranny… Goodbye… …?
MESS #1   …Goodbye.

Scene Seven – The Royal Tots in Exile

ORESTES and ELECTRA toil in the fields of Corinth.

ELECTRA   Where is the garden of velvet moss that once cooled my feet? 
Where the loving arms of a father and mother to quiet my cries in the dark?
ORESTES   Where is the house with beams tall and strong? Where the walls 
that shielded me from the daggers of winter winds and cruel branding of 
summer’s vengeful sun?
ELECTRA   Where the tenderness?
ORESTES   Where comfort?
ELECTRA   We’ve come a long way from home.
ORESTES   Now there is but blasting heat and blisters underfoot.
ELECTRA   My hands rough like the backs of desert lizards.
ORESTES   My spine a low and crooked branch that begs mercy.
ELECTRA   My eyes bleary and tear stung. 
ORESTES   Sold into slavery by our mother. That venomous viper.
ELECTRA   Sulfurous pit.
ORESTES   Gold digging hag.
ELECTRA   Penis envying crock for spew.
ORESTES   Fie, Fie, and fuck her!
ELECTRA   Cunt bitch shit for brains and fatherland fucker! 
ORESTES   I hope she goes mad from syphilis and blisters in the heat of ten 
thousand sweltering plagues!
ELECTRA   I hope a swarm of flies infects her stinking crack with maggots!
ORESTES   I hope a dozen writhing cobras suck the toxic milk from those 
sagging bags men once called boobs!
ELECTRA   I hope a fleet of drunken sailors drops anchor in her ass, and stuffs 
her mouth full o’ shit!
ELECTRA / ORESTES   I hope she dies!!!

A pause. Sometime soon, MESSENGER #3 enters unnoticed.

ORESTES   …I hate her.
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ELECTRA   …I hate her too.
ORESTES   Let’s hate her together.
ELECTRA   Brother you can say that twice.
ORESTES   Let’s hate her together.
ELECTRA   One more time.
ORESTES   Let’s hate her together.
ELECTRA   Say it like you mean it!
ORESTES   Let’s hate her together!
ELECTRA   Say it to the gods!
ORESTES   Let’s hate her together!
ELECTRA   Say it!
ORESTES   I hate her!
ELECTRA   Hate! her!
ORESTES   Hate!
ELECTRA   Hate!
ORESTES / ELECTRA   Hate!
MESS #3   Hey there! …I come bearing news from Argos.
ORESTES   Who art thou?
MESS #3   I am a messenger from the House of Atreus, your home. 
ELECTRA   You mean our mother’s home. Come you from her to mock our 
misery?
MESS #3   I come of my own accord.
ORESTES   Have you come then to free us from exile?
MESS #3   No. Worse.
ELECTRA   Huh. What could be worse than the life of a slave?
MESS #3   …I wouldn’t know, Princess.
ORESTES   Tell us your news, quickly, lest our new masters find you here and 
hang us all.
MESS #3   Agamemnon, your father, has returned from Troy.
ELECTRA   Oh! At last the day has come!
ORESTES   We are rescued!

 ORESTES and ELECTRA embrace, laughing joyfully.

MESS #3   But no sooner did he greet your mother, the queen, then she did 
stab and kill him.

A Pause. Then…
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ELECTRA   That fucking bitch!
ORESTES   She killed him!?
MESS #3   Yes.
ELECTRA   Well that’s just great! 
ORESTES   Now what are we gonna do?!
ELECTRA   I told you she was a bitch! We’re screwed! We’re so fucking 
screwed! I hate this shit! I hate it! (breaking down) I can’t take it. I’m a princess 
goddamn it. I’m a princess.
MESS #3   I-I’m sorry for your loss. I thought you should know. If 
Clytemnestra knew I was here she would have me hanged.
ELECTRA   What shall become of us, Orestes? 
ORESTES   We will die as slaves.
MESS #3   I’m sorry to be so brief, but–
ELECTRA   No. We will not die as slaves!
ORESTES   But whatever shall we do? Father is dead and our mother his 
reaper! We are all alone in the world.
ELECTRA   We’ll think of something.
MESS #3   …So, at any rate, goodbye… …Glad I could be of help.

ORESTES and ELECTRA remain in an embrace, not paying one iota 
of attention to MESSENGER #3, who finally leaves a bit perturbed. 
ORESTES and ELECTRA remain in their tight embrace as they speak.

ORESTES   I could just kill somebody right now.
ELECTRA   My sentiment exactly.
ORESTES   Are you thinking what I’m thinking?
ELECTRA   I think so.
ORESTES   But how is’t to be done?
ELECTRA   When all the house is asleep, and we slaves condemned to our 
chambers, the gatekeepers shall I with wine so convince that memory shall be 
but a fume. And when in swinish sleep the drunken bums lie as in a death, at 
that dark hour shall we slip between the moonlight’s slivers and wend our way 
back to Argos.
ORESTES   If we should fail?
ELECTRA   Fail? But screw your courage to the sticking place and we’ll be just 
fine. Think of Argos. And her.
ORESTES   Oh, I hate her.
ELECTRA   I hate her too.
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ORESTES   Murderess of our homeland.
ELECTRA   Thief of our birthright.
ORESTES   It is for Argos, after all, that we now toil in Corinth.
ELECTRA   As it will be for Argos that we return.

Beat. Then giddy giggles, which ORESTES suddenly halts with:

ORESTES   Oh, and to avenge our dear Father’s blood.
ELECTRA   Oh yes, that too.
ORESTES   Come, let’s away. And thank the gods above for this so foul and fair 
weathered day.
ELECTRA   Fuckin’ A.

THEY high-five.

Scene Eight – While On Assignment…

A sharp thunderclap and trailing rumble. The MESSENGERS all 
monologue about the current state of affairs while on their separate 
assignments.

MESS #1   Such news! And who would have guessed it? A return fit for a king 
now curdled in the blood of the habits of Atreus. As I pass the official version of 
the story from noble to noble, I contemplate my own recent reunion – also cut 
short in the midst by Clytemnestra’s death blow. …Say, she’s one tough cookie, 
that woman of mine. A woman indeed. No twittering girl, her, no! And yet 
her question rings in my ears. “What about us?” she asked, “What about us?”  
…Well, what about us? That’s what I’d like to know, and what I still wonder 
as I dash from dune to dune on these my hotly charged duties of historical 
proportion. I might love her all the more. If I knew who she was.
MESS #3   How do you like that? Thankless brats whose sweaty brows I once 
did fan, whose stinking feet I once laced in fine slippers to keep their soft toes 
soft, me, a child their age yet twice as old from carrying the burden of their 
royal adolescent whimsies. Here I deliver them the truth, that will not be shared 
with the general public for at least a few hundred years, at which time some 
red-taped ninny will release a file all streaked with black marker, revealing just 
enough juice for the poets to dip their pens into and scribble a rendering of 
these days then safely gone by. And who will care in those hundreds of years 
from now but fresh college grads and tenured academic twits who feed on this 
schlock we call history. “Leave it to history to tell.” Well let me remind you that, 
outside the memory of those who were there, history is something bought and 
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paid for and not by you and the likes of I. It’s a couple o’ swells like Orestes and 
Electra who make history happen.
MESS #2   Get the message, deliver the message, get the message, deliver the 
message. A system that works. And look how I change the course of Argos, 
just me and my buzz words. All I have to do is turn a phrase and everything’s 
different. After all, the news is as it is told. Maybe when the royals do kill us for 
bearing their bad press it’s because they recognize the power of our mouths to 
render their days dark and spin their world in new directions. They need us 
and they know it. Best not to remind them too often, though. Let them think 
they make news. A system that works. Why mess with it?
MESS #1   I returned from Troy to be done with carnage and here my first 
civilian assignment is the gory end of that selfsame King who dragged me 
down his bloody path to manhood.
MESS #2   You think you know a guy,
MESS #1   Not the path I’d have chosen myself. 
MESS #2   and then he turns out to be a girl with a thing for anarchy 
MESS #3   Filthy rich-kid snots!
MESS #2   and wrapped around the heart o’ your best pal.
MESS #1   Argos is promising to be as gut-strewn as the Trojan shores 
MESS #2   It’s dangerous I tell yuh!
MESS #1   and if that’s the case I wish my woman was a girl again, and me her 
gangly boy, and neither of us ever awakened to the wicked ways of this our 
homeland.
MESS #3   But wait!
MESS #2   And I wish to Zeus I’d never busted in on that damned “secret 
rendezvous.”
MESS #3   In all my fuming I’ve misplaced thoughts of my recently returned 
boy.
MESS #2   A good case of what I didn’t know didn’t hurt me.
MESS #3   What about us, I asked.
MESS #2   But, too late now!
MESS #1   What about us.
MESS #3   And glad I was that news of Clytemnestra’s reptilian crime broke our 
love spell. Is that not strange? Glad I was. Relieved, even! If the truth be known 
I’m afraid I may love him still, and willingly hopped aboard the excuse of our 
sudden messenger’s duties to make an exit. For what will become of me if I 
must play the woman’s part again? I cannot deny the world I’ve come to know, 
my new life, the knowledge that we who inform the world can change the 
world. It’s our duty. Somehow. We can make things happen.
MESS #1   Think about her later old boy.
MESS #2   There’s work to be done.
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MESS #3   It’s just that sometimes we forget.

Scene Nine – The Libation Bearers

It is night. ELECTRA and ORESTES sneak up to the House of Atreus.

ELECTRA   The evening’s feasts are done. Soon the House prepares to sleep. 
When all are to their beds and dreaming, then shall we strike.
ORESTES   What of the guards?
ELECTRA   Guards are guards. That which freed us from Corinth will just as 
easily open the gates of this our former home. A glimpse of thigh and a couple 
o’ swigs of vino will take care of them. Then: in you go.
ORESTES   Me? What about you?
ELECTRA   Someone has to make sure the coast stays clear. 
ORESTES   No. We will proceed no further in this business.
ELECTRA   Excuse me?
ORESTES   A son to kill his mother? A prince his queen? 
ELECTRA   …Happens all the time.
ORESTES   I will be hated by the people of Argos. What good is royalty then?
ELECTRA   Better to be hated by men than by the gods. If we do not avenge 
our father’s murder it will be as a black hole in heaven. Apollo will plague our 
days and nights with rabid hell hounds and other weird voodoo shit. 
ORESTES   We can pray at his temple, offer sacrifices.  Sheep!
ELECTRA   Think of our dear father, slain by that woman’s ungrateful hands. 
Shall we doom him to roll forever in his grave? We must wash away his blood 
with the blood of Clytemnestra lest our father’s eternal restlessness break open 
the earth beneath our feet.
ORESTES   And once our hands are dipped in her red venom, who then shall 
come to wipe us from the earth?
ELECTRA   …These are the Laws of Blood. It is our duty to kill Clytemnestra. 
It is our right. She wears your crown. She dwells in our house. We are the heirs 
of Agamemnon. We pulse with the blood of kings. She’s just some hussy who 
got lucky. A murderess. A wicked siren who lured our father to untimely death.
ORESTES   Right.
ELECTRA   So you go in there, and you do what’s right.
ORESTES   Right.
ELECTRA   Do it for the gods.
ORESTES   The gods.
ELECTRA   Do it for history.
ORESTES   History.
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ELECTRA   Do it for your father!
ORESTES   My Father!

CLYTEMNESTRA enters, though she does not yet see her children. 

ELECTRA   Go get’m, Tiger!
ORESTES   ARRR! Oh! There she is!
ELECTRA   Oh! Quick! Hide hide hide hide!

ORESTES and ELECTRA scatter and hide.

CLYTEMNESTRA   Herald! I have a message for thee!

MESSENGER #2 pops in obediently.

MESS #2   At your service, my Queen.
CLYTEMNESTRA   You are the swiftest of my messengers.
MESS #2   Thank you.
CLYTEMNESTRA   And the most loyal.
MESS #2   I’m so glad you think so.
CLYTEMNESTRA   I have a message of great import that needs the fire of 
your feet.
MESS #2   Lay it on me.  …My queen.
CLYTEMNESTRA   I have been reviewing the books, and have composed 
a new law which I expect to be enacted by morning. From this day forth, 
before going to market all harvests shall pass through the House of Atreus 
for purposes of health and safe-handling inspection. The House shall retain 
its usual share plus additional sums to compensate for the added cost of 
inspection, red tape, and whatnot. It is for the good of our people’s health. 
Deliver this news, herald, to the Royal Agriculture Administration. I will expect 
a full report as to their reply and progress before the night is through.
MESS #2   I’ll get right on it.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Leave me now. I must continue my lamentations for my 
dear husband’s untimely death.
MESS #2   Right.

MESSENGER #2 slips away. CLYTEMNESTRA grins and chuckles with 
self satisfaction. ELECTRA shoves ORESTES into view. ORESTES hides 
again, shoving ELECTRA into view. ELECTRA hides again, shoving 
ORESTES back into view.
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CLYTEMNESTRA   My son!
ORESTES   My father’s son.
CLYTEMNESTRA   What are you doing here? Oh–! Uh, how I have worried 
about you so! Where have you been?
ORESTES   You know right well where I have been! In Corinth, a slave in the 
fields by order of the queen, Clytemnestra!
CLYTEMNESTRA   …Who has fed you such lies?
ORESTES   You killed our father for the key to the House of Atreus!
CLYTEMNESTRA   More lies.
ORESTES   You swept your children under the rug for the throne of Argos.
CLYTEMNESTRA   If I rule now over Argos, Destiny made it so.
ORESTES   Then your Destiny ends tonight.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Ah! You would take my life when I gave life to you?
ORESTES   You abandoned motherhood when you sold your children. You 
gave me only birth and misery.
CLYTEMNESTRA   I never abandoned you. F-fearing retributions from Troy, 
I I I sent you to the house of allies in Corinth. I never meant for you to be sold 
a slave.
ORESTES   Oh what was it? A type-o?
CLYTEMNESTRA   Yes, a type-o.
ORESTES   Stupid woman! Drenched in lies and vice!
CLYTEMNESTRA   You might speak of your father’s vice. 
ORESTES   Dare you insult his name? My father was a hero. Your husband was 
a god!
CLYTEMNESTRA   He was a man! And a soldier, I’ll grant him, with a 
soldier’s lust! No doubt the shores of Troy are strewn with your half brothers 
and half sisters and their deflowered twelve-ear-old mothers, disgraced and 
forever unwed.
ORESTES   My father would not do such things.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Oh, off to war for ten years and not one cherry popped? I 
don’t think so. Soldiers are drawn to virgin blood as their daggers are to those 
virgins’ brothers.
ORESTES   And who are you to moralize?
CLYTEMNESTRA   It is hard for a woman to be kept from her husband, and 
kept by him, for so long.
ORESTES   It was his labor that gave you this House in which you keep.
CLYTEMNESTRA   Labor? Don’t you mean lineage?
ORESTES   (draws his dagger) I mean to end your tyranny.
CLYTEMNESTRA   You mean to kill your mother!
ORESTES   You are your own killer, not I.
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CLYTEMNESTRA   Then beware a mother’s curse!
ORESTES   I have suffered your curses for too long already!
CLYTEMNESTRA   To think that I suckled this serpent. That I gave it life. No! 
What you are doing?! Please! My son!

ELECTRA watches, wild eyed, as ORESTES stabs CLYTEMNESTRA 
viciously and SHE struggles to get at him before finally collapsing to the 
ground, dead. The MESSENGERS burst forth with the news. ORESTES 
and ELECTRA stand staring at CLYTEMNESTRA’s body.

MESS #1   Noble Gentlemen! I come bearing horror to pile on horror! With 
three swift blows has Orestes, son of our late king Agamemnon, slain his 
mother the queen. Will the endless curse on the House of Atreus forever 
unfold?

MESSENGER #2 yanks MESSENGER #1 away and tells a different story.

MESS #2   Noble gentry of the House of Atreus. It is my duty to inform you 
that Clytemnestra, that coiled viperess, who, but freshly squeezed into the 
throne, had promptly readied herself to wield her husband’s scepter like a 
crimson sickle over your land and reap the wealth of all Argos, this same queen 
has met the fate of her deceit. Agamemnon’s hasty demise hard upon his return 
from glorious victory at Troy left us in the hands of this fiendish queen whom 
we trusted. Now, the gallant young Orestes, Prince of Argos, son of our former 
great king, has freed us from impending tyranny before it had chance to strike. 
In other words: Hot dog! We’re in good hands now!
MESS #3   Murder follows murder! And murderers rule again in the House of 
Atreus–!
MESS #2   Your highness! Anything that you’d like me to tell the people? 
…No? Alright. Well, when you’re ready, just you remember: I’m your (partly to 
MESSENGER #3:) man.
ORESTES   …Look at all the blood.
ELECTRA   We did it. Shit. You’re the king now. You’re the king of Argos.  
…What do we do first?
ORESTES   Well… We should probably tell somebody.
MESS #2   Already taken care of! I took the liberty, uh, well, best not to let 
rumors get started, so, I went ahead and told the gentry, uh, that she was bad 
and that you’re good and so everything’s good. You’re set. The people will 
demand to know more so we’ll have to figure out how you wanna phrase it 
and–
ORESTES   Beware a mother’s curse, she said.
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ELECTRA   Sh-she was desperate. You did the right thing. You only followed 
the dictates of blood. It’s the law of heaven. Apollo supports reparations; he 
demands them. Apollo will protect you. It was right, Orestes. (takes a step 
away) And you did it.
ORESTES   You told me to do it!
ELECTRA   Well if I told you to jump off Mount Olympus would you do that 
too?!
ORESTES   Electra!
ELECTRA   Okay I’m sorry! We did it! We did it! …And now we rule over 
Argos. …?
ORESTES   Yes. Yes we do.

CLYTEMNESTRA stands and exits to the afterlife.

Scene Ten – Rendezvous, Part II

As MESSENGER #1 mentions them, each character exits and we return 
to the fields outside Argos. 

MESS #1   So: whilst my pal, as it seems, is yet again wedging himself into the 
good graces of this the latest king, and that gutter-mouthed sister of his, I and 
my sweet lovely run our separate ways to rendezvous again in the fields outside 
Argos. Again my gut rumbles with butterflies that roar like lions. Again I arrive 
sweating and not just from the jog, my anticipation swelling like a flood and me 
a bobbing drift of wood swept along for the ride. And once again our fondness 
is kept hidden from the world by the dark of night. But not for long if I can help 
it. 
MESS #3   Hey there.
MESS #1   So the world has up and changed once again. You told Orestes and 
Electra the truth.
MESS #3   Tsch. Spoiled urchins barely noticed I had taken the trouble.
MESS #1   What do you mean?
MESS #3   I risked life and limb to tell them what’s what and they promptly 
forgot I was there, too packed with their own importance to so much as thank 
the messenger.
MESS #1   Did you really stick your neck out for a thank you card from them?
MESS #3   I was their slave for ten years, you’d think they’d recognize me.
MESS #1   Did they?
MESS #3   (insulted by the fact) No.
MESS #1   Then you’re lucky.
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MESSENGER #3 looks at #1, then clasps her hands to her head.

MESS #3   …Oh! My mind is like a twister inside. I can’t stop thinking about 
you, really, I can’t. And then suddenly I do – when Argos comes flooding in. 
It’s our home too. It belongs to all of us, not just the swells with their royal 
bloodlines like reins and us their tethered donkeys. Argos is our home.
MESS #1   Then let’s run away. 
MESS #3   …Run away?
MESS #1   From home. Let’s leave this place, all this blood and bowing and 
our secret smooching under cover of darkness. Kisses need sunlight lest they 
whither and die. 
MESS #3   You are my knight in shining armor, you are.

MESSENGER #1 kisses #3. Pause.

MESS #3   Did you kill anyone in Troy?
MESS #1   …I wasn’t a soldier. That wasn’t my job.
MESS #3   But did you? It’s okay to tell me, isn’t it?
MESS #1   I don’t want to think about The War.
MESS #3   But you do think about it.
MESS #1   But I don’t want to!
MESS #3   I think about it. All the time. It seems I can only think about the war. 
And you. And somehow I think you became for me the tomb of the unknown 
soldier. 
MESS #1   How romantic.
MESS #3   Your name engraved on every monument and your face carved on 
every rusting statue tucked away in every city park in the nation. And I wanted 
you to come back to life.
MESS #1   And come back I have! Which makes you my life!
MESS #3   …I can’t leave Argos. 
MESS #1   Oh!
MESS #3   We can’t leave.
MESS #1   Why! Why! Why!
MESS #3   We have a duty. It’s our job. And we can make a difference. It’s our 
responsibility.
MESS #1   My responsibility is to deliver messages for congenitally wealthy 
bastards, and if the world happens to up and change in the process well that’s 
none of my business. They make history, dog gone it! We just talk about it! How 
are you going to change their world with words when they’ve got daggers?
MESS #3   I love you. I love you. I love you.
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MESS #1   (still mad) …I love you.
MESS #3   I love you too.
MESS #1   Then come away with me.
MESS #3   But I’m not finished here yet.
MESS #1   Well… Do you know when you might wrap things up?
MESS #3   I don’t think it’s a package deal.
MESS #1   What?
MESS #3   Love.
MESS #1   Love and what? What else is there?
MESS #3   Satisfaction.
MESS #1   …Sounds like you’ve been shakin’ the wrong packages.

Scene Eleven – The Furies

ORESTES bursts into the fields and MESSENGER #1 and #3 quickly 
hide on opposite sides of the stage.

ORESTES   AAAAH! No more noise! Please! My head pounds with the 
drumming of blood! My eyes are drenched with memories that my hands 
cannot close out! My fingers spread in horror and cannot seize the reins! 
…But before I go totally insane, know this dear heavens above: that I killed 
my mother with the law of blood standing at my side, and that the law has a 
name, and that name is Apollo. Had I failed, who knows what terrible evils 
would have befallen me? No number of daggers could do worse than to let such 
a crime as Clytemnestra’s against my Father go unavenged. Apollo declares it 
so. What I did was right. The world must be kept in balance! …Oh what am I 
talking about, I’m doomed. I can’t rule over Argos. I’m not my father. …I’m not 
fit. …And I’m not safe. I must run. Run from the blood I spilled. Run from my 
own blood. Outrun the memories which howl in my head, the bloodlines in my 
veins, the history that is my family. Into the desert plains of exile go I with only 
my fear to protect me. The House of Atreus promises me no shelter from this 
storm, for in life as in death my name will always be remembered for this. And 
this. And this. …Apollo is my only hope.

MESSENGER #2 bursts in.

MESS #2   Your highness! Your High– 
ORESTES   Ah-aah-uh…!
MESS #2   Oh, there you are! Your Highness!
ORESTES   Do not soil the titles of royalty by draping them upon my back. I 
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am stooped for prayer, not coronation.
MESS #2   But I come baring news from the oracles of Apollo.
ORESTES   Wha’d they say! Tell me everything!
MESS #2   You are to make for the city of Athena, show her suppliance, fall at 
her idol’s feet, sing hymnals in praise of her loving arms, and there Apollo will 
defend you from Clytemnestra’s curse.
ORESTES   I’ll do it. I’ll leave right now. Beware a mother’s curse, she said. 
What form will that mother’s curse take?

ORESTES turns to go. Just then, the FURIES appear. ORESTES points in 
horror.

ORESTES   AAH!
MESS #2   Oh my god!

The FURIES resemble Clytemnestra, a gorilla, and a ferocious 
hound of hell all in one. Blood leaks from her eyes. During the scene, 
MESSENGER #2 tries to keep ORESTES between he and the hideous 
FURIES, but ORESTES does the same and eventually ORESTES 
succeeds.

FURIES   A mother’s curse, you ask? Well, ask and yee shall receive. We are the 
Nameless Ones, the Dread Ones, Sentinels of law and blood. We are the Furies. 
Here to avenge most wrongful death. Feel the blast of our reeking breath. 
Curdle in the heat of our glare. We will swallow you whole and burn you alive 
in the flaming cistern of our belly – then shit you out our puckered asshole you 
stinking turd!
ORESTES   Please don’t.
FURIES   We are come to grind you into pulp, you mother killer.
ORESTES   Clytemnestra deserved her fate!
FURIES   She was your mother.
ORESTES   She was a murdering tyrannical woman!
FURIES   And you that woman’s son.
ORESTES   Apollo will protect me!
FURIES   Oh come on! Who got you into this mess in the first place? Apollo! 
Who wrote the laws of blood which now condemn you to madness? Apollo. 
You would trust a god who brought you to this moment? Look at me. I am your 
just reward. I am the crown you killed for. I am the fury. Your mother’s curse.
ORESTES   Stop it, stop it, you’re driving me crazy!
FURIES   That’s the idea. Did you or did you not kill your own flesh and blood?
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ORESTES   I did.
FURIES   Are you or are you not the most heinously ungrateful child ever to 
crawl the earth?
ORESTES   I am not.
FURIES   Liar!
ORESTES   Be quiet.
FURIES   Matricide!
ORESTES   Stop it!
FURIES   Cowardly boy!
ORESTES   I can’t take it anymore. Apollo! Defend me! Athena! Protect me in 
your arms!
FURIES   You can run but you can’t hide.
ORESTES   (looks at her, beat, then:) AAAAAAAH!

ORESTES runs around the stage, pursued closely by the FURIES, 
and then off stage entirely. The FURIES run off with him. Silence. 
MESSENGER #2 stands up, looking after them in disbelief.

MESS #2   Mercy.

ORESTES bursts in from another direction, screaming, still pursued by 
the FURIES, runs about and off again. And again, silence.

MESS #1   They’re gone.
MESS #2   AAH! Oh, Jeez Louise, it’s you. What are you doing out here?
MESS #3   What was that?
MESS #2   AAH!  Oh I see how it is. Another secret rendezvous. I’m sorry if we 
interrupted your make-out session with our historical events?
MESS #3   Our?
MESS #2   Yes. Our. Yours too, Messenger Boy.
MESS #1   Now now. 
MESS #2   Were you two here that whole time? You’re lucky we didn’t get 
caught.
MESS #3   We, huh? That would make you a third wheel.
MESS #1   Never mind that. Question is, what do we do now? Are you gonna 
tell Electra about Orestes makin’ a run for Athens?
MESS #2   Me? Noooo sir. That Electra’s one wild card. She needs Orestes to be 
king and she knows it. I’m not droppin’ this bomb. She’d have my neck for sure. 
MESS #3   I’ll do it.
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MESS #1 & #2   What?
MESS #3   I’ll tell Electra.
MESS #2   You like delivering messages to her don’t you? Are you a lesbian?
MESS #3   No. Are you?
MESS #2   Maybe!
MESS #1   Can it, both o’ yuh. Now listen, the Furies are chasing Orestes across 
the desert to Athens. They’ll pluck him from Athena’s arms and tear him to bits 
and yet another domino will have fallen in the House of Atreus. It’s never going 
to stop. Please, let’s just leave, tonight.
MESS #2   Are you two skippin’ town?
MESS #3   No. Not yet.
MESS #1   Not yet? 
MESS #3   Not now.
MESS #1   Then later. Soon.
MESS #3   I have to tell Electra this news. It’s my job. (to MESS #2) Our job.
MESS #1   He’s right about her, though. Maybe you shouldn’t. And what if she 
recognizes you this time?
MESS #3   …I’ll come back. Wait here for me.

Kiss. MESSENGER #3 leaves.

MESS #2   Well I will say one thing for her, the girl’s got guts. …Say, I’m pretty 
tight with the royals. I’ll follow her and wait outside. Alright?
MESS #1   Thank you.
MESS #2   It’ll all work out.

MESSENGER #2 slaps MESSENGER #1’s shoulder unconvincingly, then 
exits. 

Scene Twelve – Womanhood Becomes Electra

ELECTRA in her royal bedchambers. She walks downstage center with 
a lit candle and kneels. MESSENGER #3 enters, but stays hidden in 
the background, having caught ELECTRA in the midst of a prayer. 
ELECTRA is very sincere and in earnest throughout. 

ELECTRA   Agamemnon, my father slain and doomed to walk the night, we 
have finally given you peace that you may lay down to rest. …Well, Orestes did 
it. …But I helped. And now he will be King. He is tortured by what he has done 
though Apollo proclaims it right, and has kept to himself. Please whisper from 
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your heavenly seat words of solace in his ear that he may cease his torment. 
Then we can get this show on the road. …I love you Father. I will always miss 
you. …I hope that you believe me…
MESS #3   (clears throat) Princess Electra.
ELECTRA   (stands) Yes. What is the news?
MESS #3   It is news indeed.
ELECTRA   Your looks are grave. Out with it.
MESS #3   I– I come with a message concerning the newly crowned King, your 
brother, Orestes.
ELECTRA   A message from Orestes? Why does he treat me so formally, 
delivering his words through a Messenger’s mouth?
MESS #3   They are not his words, Princess.
ELECTRA   Then whose are they? You try my patience.
MESS #3   They are my own words, Princess.
ELECTRA   …Okay, and? …What has happened?
MESS #3   Orestes has fled Argos for Athens. He is chased there by the Furies. 
In Athens he will seek out the protection promised him by Apollo.
ELECTRA   He’s gone? He left? Then I’m alone. He left me all alone. Shit. What 
am I gonna to do?!
MESS #3   You will be Queen, then, won’t you?
ELECTRA   No they’ll kill me! I’m the sister; I’m a woman and neither wife nor 
mother! I’ll be the scapegoat for their anger! They’ll hang me for Clytemnestra’s 
murder!
MESS #3   Who will?
ELECTRA   They! They! Other people! The gentry! The people of Argos! 
They’ll want a benevolent King to follow their former deadly Queen! Without 
Orestes I’m just a woman and screwed don’t you get it you stupid boy?!
MESS #3   Yes and don’t call me a stupid boy.

ELECTRA turns on MESSENGER #3 with livid eyes and MESSENGER 
#3 quickly removes her cap.

MESS #3   I’m not a boy.

ELECTRA stares at MESSENGER #3 for a long time, then points, then 
speaks…

ELECTRA   I know you.
MESS #3   Yes.
ELECTRA   You came to Corinth and told Orestes and I about our Father.
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MESS #3   Yes I did.
ELECTRA   Is that where I’ve seen you before? Your face?

MESSENGER #3 begins to sing the lullaby she used to sing to ELECTRA. 
Soon ELECTRA covers her mouth, then sings along, then gushes:

ELECTRA   You were my slave girl! Oh my gosh! What happened to you?
MESS #3   I grew up.
ELECTRA   You disappeared, I was so upset! I just assumed you must have 
done something and somebody had put to you to death!
MESS #3   No. I escaped. The day your Father set sail for Troy. The day your 
sister was killed.
ELECTRA   (her expression goes cold) Sacrificed. 
MESS #3   …Sacrificed–
ELECTRA   –It was the right thing. Artemis demanded the oldest daughter. It 
was Iphigenia’s duty.
MESS #3   Yes it was.
ELECTRA   …Do you remember when you used to comb my hair?
MESS #3   Yes I do.
ELECTRA   …Me too. …Now you’re a messenger? But you’re a woman.
MESS #3   Yes. Just like you.
ELECTRA   Huh! Like me? You’re a slave. An escaped slave, it seems, 
masquerading as a messenger.
MESS #3   You’ll have me killed, then? 
ELECTRA   If I want to.
MESS #3   I sang you to sleep when you couldn’t. And you’ll have me killed. I 
washed your back every morning and you’ll have me killed.
ELECTRA   How have you gotten away with this for so long?
MESS #3   I’m good at it, I’m fast, and I’m smart.
ELECTRA   Oh, you think so.
MESS #3   I did it, didn’t I? I wanted a life, not a woman’s life. I escaped and 
now I have it.
ELECTRA   Unless I say otherwise.
MESS #3   I came here on my own. Nobody sent me. I went to Corinth on my 
own. Nobody sent me. I did this because I thought you had a right to know 
what others would not have told you.
ELECTRA   Why? You’re my slave. Why do you give a shit about helping me? It 
can’t be because we grew up together.
MESS #3   Of course not, we didn’t grow up together. I grew up.
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ELECTRA   …You’re a bitch.

ELECTRA has begun to cry and covers her face with her hands. The 
tears leak out despite her fierce struggle to contain them. 

ELECTRA   Stop it. Stop crying.

She gains enough control to be still. She looks out…

ELECTRA   Both my parents are dead. 

Tears well up quietly, but ELECTRA does not move. MESSENGER #3 
clearly feels awkward. 

MESS #3   …Shall I go?
ELECTRA   …Yes. (looks at her) Thank you.
MESS #3   …You’re welcome.

After another awkward pause, MESSENGER #3 leaves. ELECTRA sings 
a bit of the lullaby. When she stops, her expression changes, and a bitter 
crust comes across her face.

ELECTRA   …Herald. Herald come in, I say!

MESSENGER #2 steps in.

MESS #2   Yes, my Princess.
ELECTRA   That Messenger Boy who just came and went.
MESS #2   Yes, Princess.
ELECTRA   He has told me troubling things which I did not like, and do not 
appreciate. A Princess should not be made to suffer such words. Please see to it 
that he is relieved of her life. Do you understand? 
MESS #2   Yes, Princess.
ELECTRA   I’ll expect you to deliver a report from the Royal Executioner 
when the matter is done.
MESS #2   …Yes Pr–
ELECTRA   –Leave now.

MESSENGER #2 does.
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Scene Thirteen – Bad News

In the fields outside Argos, MESSENGER #1 springs to his feet as 
MESSENGER #2 approaches.

MESS #1   Well? Where is she? What happened? Did she do it?
MESS #2   I have to deliver a message. It’s not for you.
MESS #1   Okay. Where is she?
MESS #2   I don’t know.
MESS #1   You followed her didn’t you?
MESS #2   She hasn’t come back here?
MESS #1   No. What’s going on?
MESS #2   Yes, she told Electra about Orestes.
MESS #1   And?
MESS #2   Electra– …Princess Electra has asked me to deliver an order to the 
Royal Executioner to have her killed. I’m to bring the Princess word of the 
execution when it’s done.
MESS #1   You didn’t deliver the message.
MESS #2   I thought you should know.
MESS #1   You can’t deliver that message. 
MESS #2   I have to, it’s my job.
MESS #1   Your job?
MESS #2   Electra will have me killed if I don’t do it, you know that.
MESS #1   Do you hear what you’re saying?
MESS #2   You’re playing the game too, buddy pal, in your own way! You made 
your bets. I can’t help it if you’re losing this round.
MESS #1   How can you say that?
MESS #2   She knew she was taking a risk! I’m not gonna get myself killed for 
her, you can’t ask me to do that! I could lose my head for telling you what I 
have already! I shouldn’t even be here! But I thought you should know! You’re 
my pal! …I’m sorry, but you know how the world works. It’s Fate, that’s what it 
is. So yuh have to do what yuh have to do and that’s that. And that’s what I’m 
doing. So. I’m sorry but, …goodbye.

Pause. MESSENGER #2 leaves and is gone.

Scene Fourteen – Pre-trial  Deliberations

Split scene. ORESTES in Athens. MESSENGER #1 remains paralyzed 
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in the fields outside Argos. ELECTRA waits for word from Orestes, 
Agamemnon, and Messenger #2. MESSENGERS #2 and #3 are nowhere 
to be seen.

ORESTES   O majestic mistress of wisdom. Lady of all light. Great goddess of 
Athens, Athena.
ATHENA   Yes?
ORESTES   Worm-like I crawl to thy feet and praise thy mighty and malevolent 
name.
ATHENA   Wherefore do you so?
ORESTES   Forgive me Athena, for I may have sinned. My hands do stick at 
present with the blood of mine own.
FURIES   Murdering stinking ungrateful son of a bitch! Thou hast skinned 
thine own flesh.
ATHENA   Oh yes, Orestes: he that hath killed his mother.
ORESTES   Electra told me to do it. She said it was the law of blood. The law of 
Apollo.
FURIES   Clytemnestra gave you life, you butcherous ninny!
ATHENA   Clytemnestra did give you life, Orestes.
ORESTES   As did my father, Agamemnon, whose life that wicked viperess did 
viciously swipe hard upon his return from most gallant victory at Troy.
FURIES   Most grave rampage, you mean.
ORESTES   That woman killed my father and as his son I am bound by duty to 
avenge his murder.
FURIES   Clytemnestra shares not the blood of Agamemnon, the man who 
killed her daughter. Your very veins pulse with the blood of Clytemnestra. It’s 
different!
ORESTES   Blood demands blood, that’s my story and I’m stickin’ to it!
ATHENA   Yes, well, this is quite the complicated situation then isn’t it.

MESSENGER #3 is shoved into view, her hands shackled behind her 
back. 

FURIES   I don’t know, seems pretty straight forward if you ask me.

MESSENGER #2 steps into view and stands at attention.

ORESTES   Please, dear Athena, you must help me.
ATHENA   I will help you, Orestes.
FURIES   Oh! Doesn’t that figure! The goddess helps the rich kid!
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ATHENA   I will help you, Orestes, and fairly so.
FURIES   Huh!
ORESTES   Please do!
ATHENA   However, it is not for I to preside over such a tangled case as this.
FURIES   Tangled? He confessed it! He admits to the deed! He claims not 
innocence! 
ORESTES   I did what I must! I claim only that!
FURIES   You must claim your guilt!
ORESTES   I won’t do it I tell yuh!
MESS #1   He can’t deliver that message.
ATHENA   Revenge sets the world aright, yet makes not the heavens light. 
Hmm. And it seems you both would rather be deemed just than act justly.

The FURIES folds her arms in a pout and looks straight ahead.

ATHENA   For this reason, retire we now to my temple, where a dozen 
wrinkled old and impartial men sit ready to weigh each side of this most torrid 
tale. That done, by show of hands shall they decide your fate, Orestes. And by 
their verdict these bloody trials which have plagued the House of Atreus will 
finally reach an end.
ORESTES   But–!
FURIES   But–!
ATHENA   Do not worry. It will aaall work out in the end. (dryly) Trust me.

ATHENA gives ORESTES a raised brow. Dangerous music. ORESTES 
understands and smiles. His mind whirling, MESSENGER #1 leaves the 
fields for Argos. ATHENA leads ORESTES into the temple, stops, and 
beckons the FURIES to follow.

ATHENA   Come along.

With a pouty sneer, the FURIES do.

Scene Fifteen – Fate 

Split scene. MESSENGER #2 walks a bit downstage, holding his hat in 
his hands. MESSENGER #1 and The Royal EXECUTIONER step into 
view simultaneously. The Royal EXECUTIONER gives MESSENGER 
#3 a shove forward and she stumbles to her knees, and MESSENGER #1 
grabs MESSENGER #2 from behind. MESSENGER #3 is clearly afraid. 
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ELECTRA still waits. 

MESS #2   Hey hey–! Oh, Jeez Louise, it’s you. What are you doing?
MESS #3   Please. You mustn’t do this.
MESS #2   Buddy. Pal, what are you doing?
MESS #3   (asking herself) O god what have I done?
MESS #2   Listen, I only do what I do to make things better in the long run. I 
really do hate them yuh know. I’ve spent my whole life hating them, just like 
you.
MESS #1   (bitterly) Where would we be without the people we hate? 
Sometimes I think we wouldn’t know who we are.
MESS #2   Well that’s a strange thing to say.
MESS #1   It is strange. And I’m sorry to have to do what I have to do.
MESS #2   Do what? What are you doing?

EXECUTIONER prepares to kill MESSENGER #3. ELECTRA stands.

MESS #3   Please! No!
MESS #2   What are you doing?
MESS #3   I was trying to do the right thing!
MESS #1   I’m making a life for myself.
MESS #3   Don’t do this!
MESS #2   Buddy old pal, hold on a second–!
MESS #3   They need to know what they do to people!
MESS #2   For god’s sake–!
MESS #3   I needed her to look me in the eye!
MESS #2   Look at me will yuh!
MESS #3   I waited my entire life for it!
MESS #2   I’m your oldest pal!
MESS #1   I know exactly who you are!
MESS #3   Please–!
MESS #2   Wait a second!
MESS #1   I’ve been waiting for ten years!
MESS #3   I didn’t do anything!
MESS #2   Buddy!
MESS #3   Wait!
MESS #2   Pal!
MESS #3   No!
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The EXECUTIONER stabs and kills MESSENGER #3 as MESSENGER 
#1 stabs and kills MESSENGER #2. Then…

MESS #2   I already delivered the message.

MESSENGER #2 dies.

MESS #1   What?

Scene Sixteen – Deus Ex Machina

Music. An old, bittersweet song of love lost. MESSENGER #3 stands and 
takes her place in the afterlife, still on stage. ATHENA and ORESTES 
emerge from the Temple, beaming. ELECTRA runs to ORESTES 
excitedly but he brushes her aside. 

ORESTES   Oh glorious day!
ATHENA   The City of Athens shall be known by this moment for all eternity. 
And all people will forever uphold and fear this mighty court we have 
established here today. 
ORESTES   You have saved my name, Athena, and returned to me the home I 
was denied!
ATHENA   What else could I do, when those dozen votes were tied, but cast 
the final word and split that knot.
ORESTES   I am eternally grateful.
ATHENA   How grateful?
ORESTES   Uh: in return for the freedom granted me, I hereby commit the 
armies of Argos to forever defend your land and bind the name Athena to the 
lips of History for all time.
ATHENA   It’s a deal.
ORESTES   (to MESS #1) Herald, relay to the people of Argos this great news. 
Their King is coming home.
MESS #3   They say that we essentially know everything already. There 
is nothing new in the universe. Love. War. Agony. Joy. History. Progress. 
Compassion. And that at any moment everything is about to change. It’s just 
that sometimes we forget.

Brief pause while we hear a bit of the old song and ORESTES dances 
with ATHENA. Then…
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MESS #1   People of Argos. It is my duty to inform you that Orestes, our new 
king, has been formally forgiven for his crimes. That a history of chaos has 
finally been disrupted by a new civic order, and the Law of Blood replaced by a 
Law of Reason. They call it Justice.

The old song explodes into something dramatic, climactic, and classical. 
The Royal CHORUS and MESSENGER #2 each enact both sides of every 
murder that has ever taken place in Argive history, like some strange 
dance to death. MESSENGER #3 stands in the afterlife looking over to 
MESSENGER #1, who remains downstage, looking at her and also the 
spectacle going on between them. When the music ends we hear the static 
of an old record turning while the dance continues forever. MESSENGER 
#1 turns out to face the audience. Slow fade to black. Silence.

The end.


